
Beat: Politics

The effect of a bomb, a phrase of Arnaud Montebourg
Explosion of the French government

Paris, 26.08.2014, 20:22 Time

USPA NEWS - So far so good, until that phrase, the day after the political speech

"I will ask the Prime Minister and the President of the Republic a major shift in our economic policy."

The real trigger for this political bombshell of the season, was the sentence murderous Arnaud Montebourg.

"Everything is for the best in the best of worlds " as stated by Voltaire 3 centuries rather ...

In this rural venue that seemed most struck. The executive helped by the reporting media (The sentence was repeated by most Logs
of televised Prime time that evening) in stating Arnaud Montebourg that opposed to the current government program to which he
belongs, "I will ask the Prime Minister and the President of the Republic a major shift in our economic policy." Is it a candor, a naive
audacity unless it is the provocation of too much, with or without calculation?
Overreaction of the Prime minister and/or the President of the French Republic ? Or is this the straw that broke the camel ?
Everybody, including the journalists, politicians experts, seem to be as surprised from all sides, as shaken by the earthquake caused
by a sentence : "A yellow line has been crossed" reported by members team of to Prime Minister that evening, by AFP).
The sentence caused the murderous wrath of the immediate response from the top of the state to stop this act of rebellion, which was
in addition to the unpleasant sling the 33 members of the Socialist Party who recently created a coalition against their own government
camp.
All was going well when suddenly, the tweets continued the show via the web even if over-media coverage of the event so far removed
from the concerns of political essays (Cannot be justified just by the presence of Arnaud Montebourg, politician very liked by the
French audience), is very surprising.

The "Coup de theatre" on August 25th
Today at 4pm time of Paris, the Minister of Economic Affairs and productive recovery gave a press conference to announce his
resignation in Bercy:
He explains that "I believe that I fought to stay truly loyal to who I am and what I believe."
Arnaud Montebourg, then told an audience of journalists, photographers and some members of his cabinet very concerned about their
fate: "I found it necessary to take back my freedom."

This is how, that Arnaud Montebourg, seems relaxed and smiling, full of freedom, liberated as of a weight, after reading his heartfelt
speech and borrowing humility recognizing his powerlessness to its ability to defend its ideas and desires of implement innovative
large industrial sites, now remaining in plans ... (See article http://www.uspa24.com/bericht-2527/34-plans-of-industrial-conquest-in-
france.html)

A few hours later on the TV channel TF1, Prime time journal of 8 pm, the freshly resigned minister of economy, expresses that he
reiterates to disagree with the austerity policy, citing President Barack Obama as well as American Christine Lagarde, IMF chief, who
align themselves with this statement.
The French left is now going through a major political crisis, and fallen even unknowingly in the trap of this disappointment by the
debut of the academic and political year period, when already were have been announced the difficulty moment for French households
struggling financially.



The government is certainly relieved of a burden, by the person of Arnaud Montebourg resigning, an item become troublesome,
however, he was a heavyweight in the executive branch, as former minister of economy, and of productive recovery.

Now freed from his gestures and actions constrained by its government bonds, Arnaud Montebourg, lawyer of training (and still
general counsel of Saone et Loire) might find himself in the province, removed from the Parisian power. He, compares himself to the
the image of the Roman emperor that he quotes "What shall I do with this freedom now recovered? I will do as this Roman general,
Cincinnatus, who preferred to step down and return to his fields and plows. "This bodes can be a new start back to his native
Burgundy to resettle in his stronghold, and get closer to the "People of the people", "Work among the French" and better defend its
terroir...
Unless only if he is brought by the sirens calling out to sea, and enable him to spread his wings of freedom by an international wind and
/ or move closer to the Statue of Liberty which symbolizes freedom that is so dear to him? A position at the UN?
This option could led him as an ambassador of the "French Touch" in that America so often fascinated by France and its heritage ... To
be continued ...
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